How would you rate the overall program?

Answer Options
Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
Additional Comments

Response
Percentage

Response
Count

65.10%
32.29%
2.60%
0.00%

125
62
5
0
63
192
0

# of responses
# of skipped responses

Excellent
Good
Fair
Poor
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Did the program meet your expectations?

Answer Options
Yes
No
Additional Comments

Response
Percentage

Response
Count

96.88%
3.13%

186
6
40
192
0

# of responses
# of skipped responses

Yes

No
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Was the program well organized?

Answer Options
Yes
No
Additional Comments

Response
Percentage

Response
Count

100.00%
0.00%

192
0
27
192
0

# of responses
# of skipped responses

Yes
No
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Comparison of Pre Event & Post Event Skill Ranking

Skill

Pre-Event
Rating

Post-Event
Rating

% Increase

Leadership Skills
Communication Skills
Teamwork Skills
Technology Skills
Self Care Skills

6.46
7.23
7.91
6.63
6.09

7.10
7.80
8.56
7.28
6.86

9.91%
7.82%
8.19%
9.68%
12.72%

# of pre-event
responses
# of post-event
responses

82
192

9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
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Participant Feedback
“This program is wonderful. It is wonderful that these people take their time out to educate
us. I have learned a lot especially about self care. I was a little hesitant about doing this but
the little time I took to do was time to myself and things that I learned I will use in my
practice.”
~ Mary Teter - Massillon, Ohio~
“My first thoughts were ok if I get some CE's that would be grand, but then thinking about
the requirements thinking will it be worth my free time to participate. There certainly is
not time in a usual day of taking calls to do much else but answer the phone. After day 2
my mind set changed to hey think of the possibilities for adaptation to my work
environment. Change happens on a continuum and who else but staff to have input and
offer changes that benefit us as well as the patients. Each offering is unique and pertinent
to nursing practice no matter your employment setting.Nursing is a continual learning
process and this provides one more avenue of thinking out of the box about yourself and
your patients.”
~Sylvia Suszka Hildebrandt – Kent, Washington~
“The AON was an enlightening event that makes you stop and think about how we
practice individually and overall. It allowed me to open my scope to more difficult topics in
the ever changing nursing environment.”
~ Kim Pierce, MSN RN – Waynesville, North Carolina~
“I found the AON to be refreshing, thought provoking and quite enjoyable. Thank you
Elizabeth for a great week of information and speakers.”
~ Lisa Ann Whitehill – Clinton, Ohio~
“The program addresses areas in nursing which are more out of the box.”
~ Kara Stearman - Washington~
“This is a wonderful, informative program that gives nurses real life skills they can use in
both their personal and professional life.”
~ Nita Marie Yunker – Salem, Wisconsin~
”Outstanding and relevant to all areas and ages of nurses.”
~ Barbara LaFayette – Bellevue, Washington~
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Participant Feedback
“I feel that the Art of Nursing program is such a wealth of information – it helps with
keeping up on the new trends in medicine, looks at the well being of the nurse herself. It
reminds us that we have to take care of ourselves also or we will not be able to take care
of our pts appropriately.”
~ Mary Jo Byers – Twinsburg, Ohio~
“This was a great first time event (for me) and I hope there are more planned for the
future!”
~ Lisa Winters – Black Diamond, Washington~
“I have just survived my first year of nursing and I love being a nurse and serving those in
need. Thank you for continue to teach and help me strive to be better.
~ Jason C. Solomon – Akron, Ohio~
“This has been a great opportunity to learn from a number of speakers who a well known
in their field, who spoke on a variety of topics. It was very helpful to be able to listen to
the videos on my own time as I was unable to listen to the live broadcast.”
~ Kathleen Lute – Shoreline, Washington~
“This was my 3rd year for the Art of Nursing program and I can't wait for next year. The
flexibility of the program and the superb professional faculty Elizabeth uses make it a very
worthwhile program for all nurses.”
~ Donna Barnett – Redwood City, California~
“I viewed The Art of Nursing as an online recording in July for the first time. I thought the
program was very informative and enjoyable. I can't wait for next year when I plan on
viewing it live.”
~ Jacquelyn Kane – Trappe, Pennsylvania~
“This was a much-appreciated gift from my employer for National Nurses' Week. We were
given both the time and access to the program, and some of the programming I thought I
would least enjoy, turned out to be the best.”
~ Linda Lusk-Fauquet – Lake Forest, Washington~
“I couldn't wait for this year's Art of Nursing program. The speakers are excellent, and I
feel supported and encouraged.”
~ Tamara Hopple – Phoenixville, Pennsylvania~
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Participant Feedback
“The Art of Nursing has been educational and inspirational. I'm excited about it since it
discusses holistic nursing and how to implement it, something I haven't seen anywhere so
I'm grateful to learn this through this program.”
~ Patricia Dillon – Pottstown, Pennsylvania~
“The Art of Nursing brings relevant nursing topics to the table, and gives great ideas for
caring for our patients and for ourselves. It is well worth watching.”
~ Linda Elder – Apple Creek, Ohio~
“The Art of Nursing is a friendly, professional and highly educational program for nurses to
learn some of the latest trends in the field. The beauty of the this program lies in its ability
to stretch out through the summer to allow for busy nurses to take one lecture a week and
really absorb that material until all 12 interviews are completed. The speakers are highly
qualified and very engaging. Elizabeth's keen interviewing skills make for a very
worthwhile learning experience!
~ Barbara Byrne Notte, BSN, RN, HN-BC, Reiki Master Teacher, - Pottstown, Pennsylvania~
“The AON is worth your time. It energizes you to be better. I would recommend to others
to take time to connect with fellow nurses who have the same interests, to compare how
you do things in your state, hospital, clinic etc. The more shared information makes us
stronger as people and as nurses.”
~ Jennifer Crane – Ellensburg, Washington~
“This is a wonderful program and I hope it continues forever!”
~ Marilyn Frazier - Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio”
”This was a much more respectful gift than a chocolate bar for nurse’s day”
~ Margaret Alice Peggy Renaud – Seattle, Washington~
“The Art of Nursing was very informative and a great experience.”
~ Shelley Bohm - Racine , Wisconsin~
“I found the program to be so beneficial and a wonderful way to earn your CEs. It is at your
own pace, interactive, and you can learn about do many topics that nurses are facing every
day. My hospital got us access to the AON program as a gift for Nurses' Week and I hope
that it will be available for us again next year!”
~ Kelsey Canonge - East Palestine, Ohio~
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Participant Feedback
“Another great program this year. Keep them coming!”
~ Cheryl Glasel – Kansasville, Wisconsin”
“Thank you to each speaker who took the time to share their life career achievements with
us. Your expertise was exceptional. Level of education through the roof. Thank you to the
author and crew of the Art of Nursing. The whole program was well designed, speakers
were obviously vetted and each presentation was just about the right length of time.
Thank you to this institution for purchasing this program for their staff. We don't thank
you enough for all the things you do for the nursing service.”
~ John Steinkraus – Marion, North Carolina~
“Excellent conversations--like I was part of the conversation in the presenters' living
room!”
~ Debra Laumer – Malvern, Pennsylvania~
“I love the program because it teaches you many different aspects of nursing. Learning
about what's going on in the nursing community has really opened my eyes to different
possibilities.”
~ Patricia Euga – Collingdale, Pennsylvania~
“Once again, Elizabeth Scale serves to refresh our experience as nurses with timely topics
that apply to all nurses.”
~ Linda McClure – Racine, Washington~
“Thank you so much for offering The Art of Nursing. You advertise ‘Keeping Pace with the
Profession’- my comment is that The Art of Nursing exceeds the pace the nursing. It was
truly an exceptional program. If I had my way I would make it mandatory for all nurses. I
was able to learn about current and future trends in nursing. I gained insight into areas of
nursing that I am unfamiliar with and found out we share many similarities. I am looking
forward to 2017 and will keep telling all my colleagues and leadership team about it.”
~Laurie Laugeman, RN, BSN, HNB-BC~
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